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Motivation

Massive investment efforts and technological advances necessary to
facilitate transition to a low-carbon economy.

=⇒ Consider domestic and foreign sources of capital.

=⇒ This paper: How policy-sensitive are these?

▶ Correlation between
# greenfield
investment deals in
‘environmental
technology’ (ET) and
environmental policy
(EnvP) in the US.
▶ Domestic: 0.71
▶ Foreign: 0.66

Same for intensive margin (capex)
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Motivation cont’d

Strong EnvP-(F)DI nexus =⇒ likely important role of EnvP
uncertainty because

▶ of strong policy
reliance for
competitiveness of
ETs.

▶ EnvP especially
riddled with
uncertainties due to
polarizing nature.

▶ (F)DI, especially
greenfield, is
involving/risky type
of investment.
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What we do

Testable Hypotheses:

1. Clean-tech greenfield investment stalls amid elevated
levels of environmental policy uncertainty.

Channel: real options =⇒ firms prefer to ‘wait-and-see’
and/or lower capex until uncertainty resolved.

2. Foreign firms react more (less) strongly to US EnvP
uncertainty.

Channel a: information asymmetry =⇒ foreign firms less sure
how to navigate US policy landscape.

Channel b: productivity =⇒ foreign firms better able to
absorb the cost of US EnvPU as they are multinationals who
tend to be larger and more productive.
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Literature - EnvP Stringency and FDI (theory)
▶ Pollution Haven Hypothesis (PHH): lax EnvP as comparative

advantage (Cole et al., 2017; Levinson and Taylor, 2008)

▶ Type of FDI matters
▶ Horizontal FDI less ‘footlose’: Relocation cost + Market size

overweight regulatory compliance cost (Sanna-Randaccio and
Sestini, 2012).

▶ Platform FDI is more ‘footlose’: Guided by cost-saving
objective (Tang, 2015).

▶ Benefit of agglomeration economies outweighs regulatory cost
(Zeng and Zhao, 2009).

▶ Pollution Outsourcing Hypothesis (Kawata and Ouchida, 2013;
Cole et al., 2014).

▶ EnvP stringency can be pull factor: Endogenous market structure
+ if foreign firms pollute less than domestic firms

▶ Switch from exports to FDI (Dijkstra et al., 2011).
▶ Pre-emptive entry to secure market share (Elliott and Zhou,

2013).
▶ Porter Hypothesis (PH): EnvP can stimulate innovation so

polluting firms gain competitiveness (Porter and van der Linde,
1995).
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Literature - EnvP Stringency and FDI (empirics)

▶ No PHH effect (Jaffe and Palmer, 1997)

▶ Actually, there is (Hanna, 2010; Keller and Levinson, 2002;
Kellenberg, 2009)

▶ Size of effect is small compared to other factors
(Dechezleprêtre and Sato, 2017)

▶ Proximity to demand/transport costs
▶ Quality of local workers/availability of raw materials
▶ Sunk capital costs/agglomeration gains

▶ Dirtiest firms tend to be large, capital-intensive and rely
on factors abundant where EnvPs are more stringent
(Ederington et al., 2005).

▶ Footlose industries are not necessarily the dirtiest ones
(Kellenberg, 2009).

=⇒ PHH-consistent effects concentrated in polluting +
footlose sectors.
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Literature - Policy Uncertainty and FDI

▶ US FDI inflows drop one quarter after an increase in Partisan
conflict about US trade policy (Azzimonti, 2019).

▶ US FDI outflows drop during pre-election times (Julio and
Yook, 2016).

▶ FDI outflows from source country drop two quarters after a
shock in destination country’s EPU (Hsieh et al., 2019).
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Data

(F)DI: quarter of deals at firm level (source: fDi Markets1)

▶ Sample period: 2003Q1 - 2019Q1 (64 quarters).

▶ Number of firms: 23,374 firms (46% foreign).

▶ Number of projects: 34,833 projects (40% foreign).

▶ Number of environmental technology (ET) projects:
1,619 (43% foreign), meaning that 5% of all projects in the
dataset are in the ET cluster.

Note: Firms are in the dataset if some greenfield project was
recorded within the sample period with most firms only appearing
once.

1
Proprietary database by the Financial Times, which tracks global greenfield investments sourced from

publicly available sources in 25 languages by cluster, activity and sector.



Data cont’d

1. ET deals are more capital intensive and tend to create fewer
jobs, regardless of the source country.

2. The ET cluster is not much correlated with other clusters.

Cluster definitions
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Data cont’d
3. The ET cluster represents small share of all projects in the US.



Data cont’d

4. ET deals are quite diversified across source countries with no
visible market dominance over time.



Data cont’d
5. The bulk of ET projects are located in the ren. energy sector.



Data cont’d
6. ET projects are more diverse ito activity: 1) electricity, 2) sales,
marketing & support, 3) manufacturing.



Data cont’d
EnvP(U): new-based indices
(source: Noailly et al., 2021).

Firm controls (source: fDi
Markets):

▶ Agglomeration benefits
(lagged cumulative # projects
or capex)

▶ Heterogeneity (firm FE)

Env controls (source: fDi Markets,
IEA, OECD):

▶ Market size (installed
capacity in renewables)

▶ Energy prices (total real
energy end-use price index)

▶ Green technology (# green
patents)

Macro controls (sources: FRED, US
census, IMF IFS):

▶ (F)DI Seasonality (dummies for
quarters 1-3 or quarter FE)

▶ Trade openness(
Imports + Exports from/to RoW

Real GDP

)
▶ Monetary policy (Fed funds rate)

▶ Inflation (annual CPI growth)

▶ State of economy (annual real GDP
growth)

▶ Geographic and language proximity
(source-country FE)

▶ Economic ties with the US (∆
bilateral trade volume)

▶ Relative wealth of source-country
vis-a-vis US investors (∆ bilateral ER)

▶ Oil spot price
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Empirical strategy

Objective:

▶ H1: estimate association between EnvP uncertainty and # of
ET greenfield investment & capex of ET greenfield
investments in the US (−).

▶ H2: check whether previous result differs by whether source
country is US versus foreign (+/−).

Steps:

1. Firm-level regressions
▶ Poisson regression for # deals (ext. margin)
▶ OLS for capex (int. margin)

2. GMM



Empirical strategy cont’d

1. Poisson/OLS regression

yijt =β0 + β1ETi × EnvPUt−1 + β2ETi × EnvPt−1+

X ′
tθ1 + X ′

t−1θ2 + χa
t
′θ3 + γi + γj + γt + ϵijt

where

▶ y is either ln(#deals) or ln(capex).

▶ i: firm; j: source country, t: quarter (unless otw noted)

▶ ET = 1 if a firm had an ET deal at some point in the sample.

▶ Xt and Xt−1 are vectors of quarterly controls.

▶ χa
t is a vector of annual controls.

▶ γ’s represent fixed effects.

▶ ϵijt is double clustered at the firm and quarter level.



Empirical strategy cont’d

Endogeneity concerns:

1. Simultaneity: feedback from ET investment to EnvPU via
anticipation of policy-uncertainty induced ET investment
fluctuations (lobbies).

▶ (i) US EnvP uncertainty is to large extent driven by exogenous
presidential elections and Partisan conflict.

▶ (ii) The pool of source countries is quite well diversified (even
if US firms might organize via lobbies to petition against
EnvPs, thereby generating policy uncertainty, less likely the
case for foreign firms) =⇒ Verify that effect remains when
considering foreign-sourced projects only.



Empirical strategy cont’d

Endogeneity concerns cont’d:

2. Omitted variable bias: unobserved factors driving both ET
investment flows and US EnvPU.
▶ Other forms of policy uncertainty =⇒ Control for EPU.
▶ Expectations over business cycle conditions =⇒ Control for

consumer confidence and leading index.

3. Measurement error: EnvPU index and/or ET investments
might be noisy.
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Conclusions

▶ Results for EnvP - investments relatively robust for both
intensive and extensive margin.

▶ Results for EnvPU - investments robust for extensive but not
intensive margin.

▶ Possible interpretation: firms withhold new ET deals
altogether when faced with EnvPU rather than engaging in
less capital-intensive ones.

▶ Future work: address endogeneity via GMM.
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